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### Description

`dtuvn` calculates the probability density function (pdf) of truncated univariate normal distribution.

### Usage

```r
dtuvn(x, mean, sd, lower, upper)
```

### Arguments

- `x`: value at which density is desired.
- `mean`: mean of the underlying univariate normal distribution.
- `sd`: standard deviation of the underlying univariate normal distribution.
- `lower`: lower bound for truncation.
- `upper`: upper bound for truncation.

### Value

`dtuvn` returns the density (with same dimension and type as `x`) of truncated univariate normal distribution.

### Examples

```r
dtuvn(x = -3:3, mean=0, sd=1 ,lower= -2, upper=2)
```
**exp_acc_opt**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>exp_acc_opt</th>
<th>Acceptance rate of translated-exponential rejection sampling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Description**

`exp_acc_opt` calculates the acceptance rate of translated-exponential rejection sampling for the truncation interval (a, b).

**Usage**

`exp_acc_opt(a, b)`

**Arguments**

- `a` lower bound for truncation.
- `b` upper bound for truncation.

**Examples**

```r
set.seed(1203)
exp_acc_opt(1,2)
```

---

**exp_rej**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>exp_rej</th>
<th>Translated-exponential rejection sampling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Description**

`exp_rej` is used for translated-exponential rejection sampling.

**Usage**

`exp_rej(a, b = Inf, lam = "default")`

**Arguments**

- `a` lower bound
- `b` upper bound
- `lam` lambda for translated-exponential only

**Value**

`exp_rej` returns a list: sampled value; and acc: total number of draw used.
Examples

```r
set.seed(1)
exp_rej(a=1, b=Inf)
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>halfnorm_acc</th>
<th>Acceptance rate of half-normal rejection sampling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Description

`halfnorm_acc` calculates the acceptance rate of half-normal rejection sampling for the truncation interval (a,b).

Usage

```r
halfnorm_acc(a, b)
```

Arguments

- `a`: lower bound for truncation.
- `b`: upper bound for truncation.

Examples

```r
set.seed(1203)
halfnorm_acc(1, 2)
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>halfnorm_rej</th>
<th>Half-normal rejection sampling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Description

`halfnorm_rej` is used for half-normal rejection sampling.

Usage

```r
halfnorm_rej(a, b)
```

Arguments

- `a`: lower bound
- `b`: upper bound
**Value**

halfnorm_rej returns a list $x$: sampled value; and acc: total number of draw used.

**Examples**

```r
set.seed(1)
halfnorm_rej(a=1, b=Inf)
```

---

**Description**

`imp` contains a general function for rejection sampling of standardized truncated univariate normal distribution in $(a, b)$.

**Usage**

`imp(a, b)`

**Arguments**

- **a**: lower bound for truncation.
- **b**: upper bound for truncation (must be $> a$).

**Value**

`imp` returns a list $x$: sampled value; and acc: total number of draw used.

**Examples**

```r
imp(1,Inf) # Case 1: [a, infty)
imp(-1,1) # Case 2: 0 in [a, b], a<0<b
imp(1,2) # Case 3: [a,b], a>=0
```
imp_acc  

Acceptance rate of truncated univariate normal distribution rejection sampling

Description

imp_acc calculates the acceptance rate of truncated univariate standardized normal distribution rejection sampling for the truncation interval (a,b).

Usage

imp_acc(a, b)

Arguments

a  lower bound for truncation.
b  upper bound for truncation.

Examples

imp_acc(1, Inf) # Case 1: [a, infty)
imp_acc(-1, 1) # Case 2: 0 in [a, b], a<0<b
imp_acc(1, 2) # Case 3: [a, b], a>=0

norm_acc  

Acceptance rate of normal rejection sampling

Description

norm_acc calculates the acceptance rate of normal rejection sampling for the truncation interval (a,b).

Usage

norm_acc(a, b)

Arguments

a  lower bound for truncation.
b  upper bound for truncation.

Examples

set.seed(1203)
norm_acc(1, 2)
norm_rej

Normal rejection sampling

Description

norm_rej is used for normal rejection sampling.

Usage

norm_rej(a, b = Inf)

Arguments

a lower bound
b upper bound

Value

norm_rej returns a list x: sampled value; and acc: total number of draw used.

Examples

set.seed(1)
norm_rej(a=1, b=Inf)

ptuvn

Distribution function of truncated univariate normal distribution

Description

ptuvn calculates the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of truncated univariate normal distribution.

Usage

ptuvn(x, mean, sd, lower, upper)

Arguments

x value at which cdf is desired.
mean mean of the underlying univariate normal distribution.
sd standard deviation of the underlying univariate normal distribution.
lower lower bound for truncation.
upper upper bound for truncation.
### Value

`ptuvn` returns the cumulative distribution function (with same dimension and type as `x`) of truncated univariate normal distribution.

### Examples

```r
ptuvn(x= -3:3, mean=0, sd=1 ,lower= -2, upper=2)
```

### Description

`rtmvn` simulates truncated multivariate (p-dimensional) normal distribution subject to linear inequality constraints. The constraints should be written as a matrix `(D)` with `lower` and `upper` as the lower and upper bounds for those constraints respectively. Note that `D` can be non-full rank, which generalize many traditional methods.

### Usage

```r
rtmvn(n, Mean, Sigma, D = diag(1, length(Mean)), lower, upper, int = NULL, burn = 10, thin = 1)
```

### Arguments

- **n**: number of random samples desired (sample size).
- **Mean**: mean vector of the underlying multivariate normal distribution.
- **Sigma**: positive definite covariance matrix of the underlying multivariate normal distribution.
- **D**: matrix or vector of coefficients of linear inequality constraints.
- **lower**: vector of lower bounds for truncation.
- **upper**: vector of upper bounds for truncation.
- **int**: initial value vector for Gibbs sampler (satisfying truncation), if `NULL` then determine automatically.
- **burn**: burn-in iterations discarded (default as 10).
- **thin**: thinning lag (default as 1).
Value

\texttt{rtmwn} returns a (n*p) matrix (or vector when n=1) containing random numbers which approximately follows truncated multivariate normal distribution.

Examples

\texttt{
# Example for full rank with strong dependence
d <- 3
rho <- 0.9
Sigma <- matrix(0, nrow=d, ncol=d)
Sigma <- rho*abs(row(Sigma) - col(Sigma))

D1 <- diag(1:d) # Full rank

set.seed(1203)
ans.1 <- rtmvn(n=1000, Mean=1:d, Sigma, D=D1, lower=rep(-1,d), upper=rep(1,d),
int=rep(0,d), burn=50)

apply(ans.1, 2, summary)

# Example for non-full rank
D2 <- matrix(c(1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,1),ncol=d)
qr(D2)$rank # 2

set.seed(1228)
ans.2 <- rtmvn(n=100, Mean=1:d, Sigma, D=D2, lower=rep(-1,d), upper=rep(1,d), burn=10)

apply(ans.2, 2, summary)
}

---

\textbf{rtmvt}

*Random number generation for truncated multivariate Student's t distribution subject to linear inequality constraints*

Description

\texttt{rtmvt} simulates truncated multivariate (p-dimensional) Student's t distribution subject to linear inequality constraints. The constraints should be written as a matrix (D) with \texttt{lower} and \texttt{upper} as the lower and upper bounds for those constraints respectively. Note that D can be non-full rank, which generalizes many traditional methods.

Usage

\texttt{rtmvt(n, Mean, Sigma, nu, D, lower, upper, int = NULL, burn = 10, thin = 1)
Arguments

- **n**: number of random samples desired (sample size).
- **Mean**: location vector of the multivariate Student’s t distribution.
- **Sigma**: positive definite dispersion matrix of the multivariate t distribution.
- **nu**: degrees of freedom for Student-t distribution.
- **D**: matrix or vector of coefficients of linear inequality constraints.
- **lower**: lower bound vector for truncation.
- **upper**: upper bound vector for truncation.
- **int**: initial value vector for Gibbs sampler (satisfying truncation), if NULL then determine automatically.
- **burn**: burn-in iterations discarded (default as 10).
- **thin**: thinning lag (default as 1).

Value

`rtmvt` returns a \((n*p)\) matrix (or vector when \(n=1\)) containing random numbers which follows truncated multivariate Student-t distribution.

Examples

```r
# Example for full rank
d <- 3
rho <- 0.5
nu <- 10
Sigma <- matrix(0, nrow=d, ncol=d)
Sigma <- rho^abs(row(Sigma) - col(Sigma))
D1 <- diag(1,d) # Full rank
set.seed(1203)
ans.t <- rtmvt(n=1000, Mean=1:d, Sigma, nu=nu, D=D1, lower=rep(-1,d), upper=rep(1,d),
burn=50, thin=0)
apply(ans.t, 2, summary)
```

---

**rtuvn**

*Random number generation for truncated univariate normal distribution*

**Description**

`rtuvn` simulates truncated univariate normal distribution within the interval.
Usage
rtuvn(n = 1, mean = 0, sd = 1, lower, upper)

Arguments
n  number of random samples desired (sample size).
mean  mean of the underlying univariate normal distribution.
sd  standard deviation of the underlying univariate normal distribution.
lower  lower bound for truncation.
upper  upper bound for truncation.

Value
rtuvn returns a vector of random number follows truncated univariate normal distribution.

Examples
set.seed(1203)
an <- rtuvn(n=1000, mean=1, sd=2, lower=-2, upper=3)
summary(ans)

# Check if the sample matches with CDF by KS test
ks.test(ans, "ptuvn", 1, 2, -2, 3)

unif_acc

Acceptance rate of uniform rejection sampling

Description
unif_acc calculates the acceptance rate of uniform rejection sampling for the truncation interval (a, b).

Usage
unif_acc(a, b)

Arguments
a  lower bound for truncation.
b  upper bound for truncation.

Examples
set.seed(1203)
unif_acc(1, 2)
unif_rej

Uniform rejection sampling

Description

unif_rej is used for uniform rejection sampling.

Usage

unif_rej(a, b)

Arguments

a     lower bound
b     upper bound

Value

unif_rej returns a list x: sampled value; and acc: total number of draw used.

Examples

set.seed(1)
unif_rej(a=1, b=2)
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